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WSLCB Deliberative Dialogue Guidance 

What is deliberative dialogue? 
One of the most frequent uses of public dialogue is to initiate conversation between government 
and stakeholders or between government and citizens (Dale & Bird, 2010). There are various 
textures of dialogue, and deliberative dialogue is one of them. 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, dialogue is ‘a conversation carried out between two 
or more persons…a verbal exchange of thought.’ We can think of dialogue as being a shared 
inquiry - a way of thinking and reflecting together (Isaacs, 1999). However, dialogue is not 
about winning an argument or coming to agreement, but about increased understanding and 
learning (Heierbacher, 2012, emphasis added).  

Yankelovich (1999) suggests three principles that are essential to genuine dialogue:  

1) Establishing equity among participants and excluding coercive influences.  
2) Listening with empathy. 
3) Bringing assumptions into the open.  

Dale & Bird (2010) add a fourth principle particularly relevant to public dialogue:  

4) Encouraging diversity of perspectives. 

In other words, dialogue is about creating meaning together, finding a shared 
understanding of an issue, and discovering what values are most important in resolving 
it. Dialogue is often open-ended, focused more on increasing understanding and developing 
relationships than on reaching an agreement. Deliberation, on the other hand, emphasizes the 
importance of examining options and trade-offs so people can make informed public decisions. 
The trust, mutual understanding, and relationships that are built during dialogue often lay the 
groundwork needed for effective deliberation. The process of deliberation is key to public 
engagement work as well, enabling people to discuss the consequences, costs and trade-offs of 
various policy options, and work through the emotions and values that are a necessary part of 
making recommendations and decisions. (Heierbacher, 2012).  

Deliberative dialogue engages participants in policy discussion. This form of dialogue is a 
robust process that can be adapted to a variety of issues and to both stakeholder and citizen 
processes. Citizen processes are those in which people participate in their capacity as 
individuals. In contrast, some stakeholders participate as representatives of a certain interest 
group and may feel constrained to stay within the bounds of that interest group’s perspective. 
However, scholarship and years of practice demonstrate that deliberative dialogue can provide 
a space and process for all participants to meaningfully discuss multiple positions (Dale & Bird, 
2010). 

WSLCB is charged with ensuring the safety of Washington state residents. WSLCB works with 
the public on key decisions that affect the safety of Washingtonians, and the agency has a 
central role in creating regulatory frameworks to support that work. However, decision making is 
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not always an either/or choice. Both expert knowledge and public perspectives are crucial to the 
formulation of wise policy. And, wisdom can be characterized as the union of values and 
information. Policy based solely on technical or scientific knowledge is not necessarily wise 
policy. Sometimes there is not clear science to go on, as in the case of, for instance, vaping, or 
a new infectious disease, and science itself is not necessarily free of values. WSLCB 
encourages moving from yes/no options, to yes/and options, and creating opportunities for 
engagement. WSLCB believes that individuals have the capacity to be well informed just as 
experts have the capacity to better appreciate the concerns of the public.  

Deliberative dialogue can serve many purposes: 
 

• Resolve conflicts or differences of understanding, and bridge divides. Increasing 
opportunity for genuine dialogue between experts and citizens is a way to narrow the 
divide; 

• Shifting the tone of public discourse on a contentious issue to courteous and solvable; 

• Building understanding and knowledge about complex issues; 

• Generating innovative solutions to problems; 

• Inspiring collective or individual action; and 

• Building civic capacity, or the ability for communities to solve their own public problems. 
(Heierbacher, 2012). 

 
Techniques range from intimate, small-group dialogues to large televised forums involving 
hundreds or even thousands of participants. Evolving communication technologies have been 
integrated into these programs to overcome barriers of scale, geography, time, and more 
recently in limitations to in-person engagement as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic 
(Heierbacher, 2012). 
 
WSLCB is introducing this form of engagement through moderated panel discussions, aligning 
with the Citizens Panel model (Crosby, Keller & Schaefer, 1986; Heierbacher, 2012; Dale & 
Bird, 2010). 

How is deliberative dialogue different than debate?  
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What are the ground rules for dialogue? 
 

 
 
How are the sessions formatted?  
 

• Each session is scheduled for approximately three hours.  
• A panel will be scheduled for each session, comprised of: 

• Panel 1: Consumers (4 – 5 panelists, consisting of consumers, health care 
professionals, and others) 

• Panel 2: Processors (5- 6 panelists, consisting of processors/producers 
representing all tiers, indoor/outdoor growing methods, minority-owned 
businesses, and differing geographical regions throughout the state) 

• Panel 3: Labs (4 - 5 panelists, consisting of lab owners, employees, or both).   
• The moderator will open each forum with topic background, panel introduction, and 

ground rules.  
• Each panelist may provide an opening or introductory statement of approximately 5 

minutes. The introductory statement may include the panelist’s background, a 
description of their interest and experience regarding the topic, and a brief outline or 
overview of ideas and thinking they wish to bring to the dialogue.  

• Questions harvested from the initial panelist recruitment will be posed to the panel 
members for approximately one hour.  

• The remainder of the meeting will be interactive (using the hand raising feature in 
WebEx) to allow participants and listeners to pose questions to the panel.  

 
How can I participate in Deliberative Dialogue at WSLCB? 
 
To sign up as a participant or listener for the January 28, 2021 Consumer Perspectives 
Forum from 1:30 – 4:30, please register with WebEx.  
 
To sign up as a participant or listener for the February 4, 2021 Processor/Producer 
Perspectives Forum from 1:30 – 4:30, please register with WebEx.  
 

https://watech.webex.com/mw3300/mywebex/default.do?nomenu=true&siteurl=watech&service=6&rnd=0.2799798351867838&main_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwatech.webex.com%2Fec3300%2Feventcenter%2Fevent%2FeventAction.do%3FtheAction%3Ddetail%26%26%26EMK%3D4832534b0000000415ac353441ecec63bc8c120a9aa02ebe07626888833b53408f20915a3bb08d13%26siteurl%3Dwatech%26confViewID%3D182718282691813565%26encryptTicket%3DSDJTSwAAAAQQHcSB1oRLvD-Qci5vfbWAkAXoan8tPV_q31kAGu51oA2%26
https://watech.webex.com/mw3300/mywebex/default.do?nomenu=true&siteurl=watech&service=6&rnd=0.728213416926006&main_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwatech.webex.com%2Fec3300%2Feventcenter%2Fevent%2FeventAction.do%3FtheAction%3Ddetail%26%26%26EMK%3D4832534b00000004311d4f76a82e4599d8a46ec4d4304ab73734842d27371f225fcc90aeda36c6b1%26siteurl%3Dwatech%26confViewID%3D182718780284117666%26encryptTicket%3DSDJTSwAAAARnp0hybU0CGRqC29oLltpopOlq_u-g1rs_mCD5JlslQQ2%26
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To sign up as a participant or listener for the February 11, 2021 Accredited Lab Perspectives 
Forum from 1:30 – 4:30, please register with WebEx.  
 
How are panelists selected?  
 
WSLCB began panel recruitment on January 6, 2021. We asked for those interested in being a 
panelist, participant or listener to contact us by close of business, or 5PM on January 20, 2021, 
and provide some basic information to us:  

1. Your name  
2. Which of the three panels and dates you’d like to be considered for. 
3. Your contact information (email and phone number)  
4. Tell us if you are a consumer, producer, processor, producer/processor, retailer or lab 

employee or owner  
5. If you are a processor, producer or processor/producer, tell us:  

a. Your tier size (1, 2, or 3);  
b. Whether you are an indoor or outdoor grower; and  
c. Where you are located. 

6. Tell us three or four questions you’d like to ask others on your panel (for example, how do 
other producers sample? Or, when you purchase product, what are you looking for?) 

On January 21, 2021, Policy and Rules staff will review submissions. Panelists are chosen to 
represent a diversity of views and experiences. Some elements of the selection process include, 
but are not limited to the following criteria: 

1. Complete information (contact number and email address); 
2. Whether the applicant fits the panel (for example, since we are looking for lab 

voices to be represented on a lab panel, is the applicant a lab owner, director or 
employee? For producers, is the applicant a tier 1, 2, or 3? Do they grow indoor 
or outdoor? Does the applicant represent the diversity of our licensee base 
(small, minority owned, large, mid-range, Eastern, Western part of the state, etc.) 

Selected panelists will be notified on the afternoon of January 21, 2021. Rules and Policy staff 
will contact and provide each panelist a link for the date and time of your panel, along with 
additional information. People who applied for a panel positions who were not selected will be 
notified on January 22, 2021. However, if you are not selected, we strongly encourage your 
participation in the forum as a participant, listener, or both.  

 
When will forum information, agenda, WebEx links and other 
materials be ready? 
 
WebEx links to register for each session are provided above. These will be provided 
again on January 22, 2021 with a full agenda that includes panelist’s names, another 
link to this document, and the initial list of questions. We ask that you review these 
documents carefully, and come prepared to meaningfully engage in this process.  
 

https://watech.webex.com/mw3300/mywebex/default.do?nomenu=true&siteurl=watech&service=6&rnd=0.2616380617349885&main_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwatech.webex.com%2Fec3300%2Feventcenter%2Fevent%2FeventAction.do%3FtheAction%3Ddetail%26%26%26EMK%3D4832534b00000004423c392a629359e56541958f0c70b7feba3f4c48cb08080650bcf7b65498f3aa%26siteurl%3Dwatech%26confViewID%3D182719754411221074%26encryptTicket%3DSDJTSwAAAATsBr6WRAMUPathq8H5jQTo1RC69kC5gJVAf4rozzDY2Q2%26
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